6300 & 6400 Series
Sliding Patio Doors

All-new, exceptionally durable
doors that deliver optimal
security and energy efficiency.

Gorell Sliding Patio Doors offer exceptional
protection, energy efficiency and more.
HELP KEEP ENERGY COSTS LOW.
Because of the amount of glass in them, patio doors are typically one of the least
energy-efficient elements of your home. The thermal performance of Gorell 6300 and
6400 sliding doors, however, is exceptional. These remarkable doors help keep your
home comfortable and your energy costs low. Practically all Gorell patio doors that
include a Low-E glass system qualify for the ENERGY STAR® label.
ENJOY SUPERB SECURITY AND ASTONISHING BEAUTY.
Gorell 6300 and 6400 Series Sliding Patio Doors provide numerous additional
benefits. You get real protection against intrusion because of the heavy-duty,
keyed lock system and strong multi-chambered frame construction on these doors.
A secondary lock is also available for even more protection.
These doors are as elegant as they are strong and—with all the design options
available—you can further enhance their beauty to get just the right look for
your home.
SELECT IMPACT-RATED DOORS FOR VIOLENT WEATHER.
6400 Series doors are in a class of their own because they are designed for use in
areas prone to hurricanes and other violent weather. These doors have undergone
rigorous testing—and have achieved the requirements necessary to pass ASTM
Large Missile Impact tests.
Tough Armor Max Plus™ glass used in 6400 doors—with three panes of glass and
a protective laminated interlayer—provides unyielding protection against airborne
debris and other dangers from violent weather. The glass is inserted deep into the
door frame and sealed to ensure a super-tight fit and tremendous strength.

Gorell is a proud member of
the International Hurricane
Protection Association.

National ENERGY STAR®
Partner of the Year every
year since 2004.

Gorell is proud to partner with
the National Crime Prevention
Council, offering secure,
intruder-resistant windows
and doors.

6300 & 6400 SERIES

6300-6400 Sliding Patio Door
Standard Features
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1. Expertly engineered and incredibly durable vinyl frame with multiple structural
hollows gives this door exceptional strength and insulating properties.
2. Robotically sealed corners ensure the door panels stay square. They will
protect your home from air and water.
3. Tough Armor Max Plus™ glass system—with three panes of glass and a protective
laminated interlayer—provides exceptional protection against airborne debris and
other dangers from violent weather. The glass is inserted deep into the door frame
and sealed to ensure a super-tight fit and tremendous strength.
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4. Premium-grade multiple weather seals are unique to this door’s design,
significantly reducing drafts and making the door more airtight.*
5. Heavy-duty, reinforced door panels are extraordinarily strong to provide
unsurpassed durability.
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6. Commercial-grade keylock hardware makes your door so strong and secure
you can use it as your home’s main entry.
7. Stainless steel hardware components will hold up to the
harshest coastal conditions.
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8. Elegantly styled handles with a stunning contour design fit the
shape of your hand perfectly—and add more than a touch of
class to your home.
9. Full-length interlocking panels give you optimal strength
and security.*
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(6400 Series)
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10. Specially designed sill track enables the door panel to glide as
if it were on air.*
11. The sloped sill is both beautiful and functional. It’s easy to clean and is built to
stand up to the rigors of everyday use.
12. Anodized aluminum sill track helps prevent corrosion, and it enables the door
panel to glide as if it were on air.*
* Features not visible in photograph.
** Items in red are standard on 6400 Series doors.

13. Intercept® spacer system
offers warm-edge glass technology and is proven to be
one of the best systems for
glass longevity.

14. 100 percent vinyl screen
frames feature BetterVue™
screens that give you a
clearer view of the outdoors—
and the added airflow you’ll get
for ventilation is almost like
having no screens at all.

15. Nylon tandem rollers make
this door remarkably smooth
and quiet to operate—as if it
were on a carpet of velvet.
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Learn more at www.gorell.com.

Give Your Home a Unique,
Personalized Look.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
GLASS SYSTEMS
provide precisely the
combination of comfort,
thermal performance
and security you
desire for your family.
Numerous glass
systems are available
for 6300 Series doors.
(6400 Series doors
incorporate a highperformance hurricane
glass system.)
INTERBLINDS™
is an amazing betweenthe-glass” solution that
offers instant privacy,
shade, comfort and
beauty. (Available on
6300 Series.)

With Gorell patio doors, you don't have to sacrifice appearance for protection
and security. These doors are custom made to your exact size requirements—
so they'll fit your home perfectly. You can truly personalize the look of your
door by choosing from a myriad of aesthetically pleasing options.
SECONDARY LOCK
is an additional safety
and security measure
to further enhance
resistance to intrusion.

COLOR OPTIONS
A palette of beautiful colors is available so that you can coordinate or
contrast your door to the colors of your home—inside and out. You can
choose from several woodgrain finishes for the interior—giving you the

INTERNAL GRIDS
give your doors the look of
traditional divided lites—yet
allow for easy cleaning.

exquisite appearance of real wood, without the maintenance. An unlimited
array of exterior color options is also available for your new door. You
can select one of Gorell's standard exterior colors, or have your door
manufactured in virtually any custom color you request.
STANDARD EXTERIOR CLAY
COLOR OPTIONS

SOLARSHINE™ glass helps
keep the exterior glass of
your new doors looking
cleaner forever because,
remarkably, it uses the
sun’s rays to loosen and
break down dirt from its
ultra-smooth surface.

SIX INTERIOR HARDWARE
COLORS provide additional
elegance and sophistication
to your beautiful doors:
White, Almond, Polished
Brass, Brushed Silver,
Antique Brass, and OilRubbed Bronze.

SIMULATED DIVIDED LITES
allow you to historically
replicate the appearance
of true “divided-lite” doors
to enhance your home’s
classic character.

Printed images of colors vary, so please
ask your window professional to see
actual samples.
SOFT WHITE

CLAY

TUDOR BROWN

BRICK

ALMOND

GREYSTONE

FOREST

TERRA

INTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

SOFT WHITE

ALMOND

GOLDEN OAK

WALNUT

CHERRY

